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With the welcome reissue of Festwal Sessioz (reviewed by Vic Bellerby on page 2) this is a good time
for a short feature on the fourteen-minute Idiom'sg, one ofthe glories ofthis underrated album. With one
notable exception, Idiom's9 has athacted little critical attention and less enthusiasm in the fifty years since its
composition. Even Eddie Lambert had reservations about it in his Listener's Guide (p216): '...not one of
Ellingon's great compositions, but a miror work with enough fine music to deserve more than the neglect and
obscurity which have been its lot.' In his 1977 book Derek Jewell praised it with faint damns: 'excellent in its
way but scarcely amongst tie greatest Ellingtonia'. Berini a.nd Volontö were less mut€d in their approval in
Dake Ellinglon tm Genio, un Mito (pp594-5).
The notåble exception is Andrew Homzy, who presented a fascinating paper on ldiom'59 at the 1988
Oldham Conference, supplementing his talk with an invaluable bar-by-bar companion to the work's 370 bars,
and four-pages ofbriefmusical examples which illustrate its motifs and their development.
Irving Townsend's original liner note explains that Idiom'sg was first presented in June 1959 at
Tamiment, a resort in the Pocono Mountains ofPennsylvania, at a two-day event comprising two concerts and a
series of lectures. The band played it again at Nenport on 4 July- Other festivals followed thmugh the summer,
but no other versions of ldiom'59 are known to survive. Happily the Newport performance was recorded, and
on tle new Poll Winners CD it forms a most useful supplement to the studio recorded version.
The Columbia LP banded ldiom'59 inlo tbree numbered paxts, the fiISt one subtitled Vapor, Tempo
Music issued sheet music, also in three parts, though only the first corresponded closely to the recording. The
other two published portions are single-line melodies which taken together correspond approximately to Part
The second, bars 45 to 103, includes Jimmy Hamilton's solo; the third has tlte orchestral 12-bar blues passages
which conclude Part II before the slow 'gut-bucket bolero' transition into Part III, for which Tempo issued no
music. There are MS scores in the Ellington Archive at the Smithsonian's National Museum of American
History in Washington DC. To judge by tle listing in the Archives Centre's Finding Aid, they don't seem to
correspond to the three parts ofthe Columbia recording either. Altemate titles on the MS in addition to Vapor
are Clusterphobia, Jet Strip, Trails, and Short Sheet Cluster.
The work falls into four tempos, slow - moderately fast - slow - fast. One soloist is associated witl
eachr Procope - Hamilton - Duke - Terry (after an extended set-up from Duke). Formal structures include the
l2-bar blues, the 32-bar AABA song and some 8-bar groupings. There are numerous key changes. Andrew
Homzy's musical examples show how various motifs recur to confer an overall unity on this apparent diversity,
and careful listening reveals that this unity is real.
The Columbia recording has a couple ofblemishes. There appears to be a perceptible drop in the
recording volume ofthe accompaniment to Jimmy's solo at around bar 100. More seriously, tlings seem about
to go wrong arormd twenty bars before the end when the two drummers, Sam Woodyard and Jimrny Jobnson,
appeax to drift apaxt. But coherence is restored with the apparent help ofa carefully engineered tape splice.
The Newport performance diffen in minor ways from the Columbia recording. The E-bar piano set-up
into Pårt II is extended to 16 bars at Newport. The minor-key clarinet-against-j"ngle-drums passage which
concludes Jimmy's solo in Part II is similarly extended, by two further l2-bar chomses. So, by eight bars, is the
remarkably scored zritterr'aso passage which follows Sarn Woodyard's 'gut-bucket bolero' hand drumming
early in Part III.
In 1988 Andrew Homzy felt ldiom's9 comprised six distinct sections, the first being Vapor, the next
three covering the recording's Part II, and the last two covering Part III. I used to think of it as a fow-part work
corresponding to the sequence of dominant iempos- Nowadays I tend to see it as a work oftwo parts, tle frst
(Vapor) being a short prelude leading into the main event (he rest). Whichever way you look at it, Idiom'59 is
a very rewarding extended wor\ which gives the lie to the assertion that Ellington eventually abandoned
extended composition in favour ofsuites. Idiom'59 is emphatically not a suite. Its renewed availability is most
welcome.
Roger Boyes
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NB: This article is based on Andrew Homzjr's notes for his talk at Ellington'88, which first opened my ears to
the pleasures of ldiom'59.
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